Hypothesis: hyperstructures regulate initiation in Escherichia coli and other bacteria.
Hyperstructures or modules have been proposed to constitute a level of organisation intermediate between macromolecules and whole cells. In this model of intracellular organisation, hyperstructures compete and collaborate for existence within the membrane and cytoplasm. Those directly involved in the cell cycle include initiation, replication and division hyperstructures based on DnaA, SeqA and the 2-minute cluster, respectively. During the run-up to initiation, the mass to DNA ratio increases and, we contend, differential gene expression leads to some hyperstructures becoming more active and stable than others. This results in a drop in the diversity of hyperstructures, some of which release DnaA as they dissociate, and a DnaA-initiation hyperstructure forms. Subsequent DNA replication and cell division generate different daughter cells containing different hyperstructures. This has the advantage of increasing the phenotypic diversity of the population. In developing this model, we also invoke hyperstructures in the partitioning of origins of replication.